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EW Lagrangian
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left- and right-handed component of fermionic field



Bostjan
Typewriter
disregarding interactions the Lagrangian can be written as 
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L is written in a form to be invariant under SU(2) rotation in the (e_L, nu_L) space (weak isospin space)
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L needs to be made invariant to local transformation U(x)
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similarly as with EM interaction the L can be made invariant to U(x) by introducing vector potentials (three = same as the number of SU(2) generators); corresponding fields are denoted by ..................................................................................................
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fields are combined into Hermitian 2x2 matrix with trace =0
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Field tensior is defined as 
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where 
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are the structure constants of SU(2)
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is the gauge coupling constant
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L(x) is invariant totransformations ofthe form:
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One defines:
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part of L(x) providing for couplings between W_lambda^i and fermions is
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Field W_mu^- (W_mu^+) anihilates W- (W+) and creates W+ (W-). 
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e nu coupling already has the gamma^mu (1-gamma^5) form
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This L does not provide for W masses. It also doesn't include EM interaction. W_mu^3 couples to nu_L and e_L and is hence not the photon field. 
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EM Lagrangian
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in order to include the EM interaction we make the L invariant to two U(1) transformations: 
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In order to make L gauge invariant we would need to introduce two new fileds, however, we only need one (photon). 
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Hence we make L invariant only to a special combination of the two transformations:y_L and y_R are constants to be determined later. 
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Correpsonding generator for such a group of transformations is called the weak hypercharge Y. 
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to make L locally invariant we introduce a new field, B_mu, with gauge coupling g'
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(this is 3x3 matrix!)
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T_a and Y matrices form a representation of SU(2) x U(1) group
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couplings from such Lagrangian: 
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rearrangements of W_lambda^3 and B_lambda terms in order to obtain the EM interaction: 
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we can choose y_L freely since it always enters together with g'
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since nu's are chargless we can assume that Z_lambda is not a photon
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one defines the weak mixing angle: 
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if we compare the above form with 
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we see that by choosing 
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from the terms with A_lambda we obtain the EM Lagrangian
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Hence we got the photon filed and an additional neutral filed Z. However, there are still no W mass terms. 
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For this additional scalar field (Higgs) needs to be added
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two complex scalar fields which form a weak isospin doublet
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Lagrangian for this field which is invariant to SU(2) transformation is 
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this is selected in order to obtain the spontaneous symmetry breaking
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we define
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V(phi) has a minimum at 
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this is only a condition for the magnitude of the field, while the orientation in the isospin space not yet determined. Hence we can write  
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vec{phi} is an arbitrary vector in isospin space (this is spontaneous symmetry breaking: while L_phi is invariant to SU(2) transformation, the individual eigenstates, like for example ...........        ..........................................................                                      are not). 
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we try to write interaction among Higgs, fermions and bosons; it has to be SU(2) x U(1) invariant
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if y_H = y_L - y_R
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such L is invariant to SU(2) x U(1) transfrom. of the form
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we can always find a SU(2) transform. which: 
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hence we can always require the Higgs field to be of the form: 
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vacuum expectation value
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we introduce a new field: 
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with expectation value 
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this enables a perturbative calculations
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EW Lagrangian
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this should be written out, B_lambda and W_lambda^3 replaced by A_lambda and Z_lambda, and also Phi should be written out
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looking only at the terms for free electrons: 
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c_e always appears together with e_R; since we have invarinace to transformations we can always multiply c_e by .................meaning that we can choose c_e real. 
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Lagrangian from which using the Euler-Lagrange equations we get the Dirac equation for the free electron: hence 
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similar could be done for Z_lambda and W_lambda
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if we would now take into account also the kinetic terms with W_lambda and Z_lambdawe would obtain the Lagrangian from which the Klein-Gordon equation can be obtained.From this we would be able to read:....................................................
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free parameters of the model: 
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Extension to other fermions
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CKM matrix
























